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Abstract: In this paper, we propose an energy efficient location aware clone detection  protocol  in  densely 

deployed WSNs, which can guarantee successful clone attack detection and maintain satisfactory network 

life. Specifically,   we   exploit   the   location   information   of sensors and randomly select witness located 

in a ring area to verify the legitimacy of sensors and to report detected  clone  attacks.  The ring structure 

facilitates energy efficient data forwarding along the path towards the witness and the sink. We theoretically 

prove that the proposed   protocol can  achieve 100  percent   clone detection probability with trustful witness.  

We  further extend   the  work by studying the clone  detection performance with un trustful witnesses and show 

that the clone detection probability still approaches  98 percent when 10 of witness are compromised 

moreover, in most WIRELESS sensors have been   widely deployed for a variety of applications, ranging from 

environment monitoring to telemedicine and objects tracking.  For cost-effective sensor placement,  sensors are 

usually not tamper proof devices and are deployed in places without monitoring and protection, which makes 

them prone to different attacks. For example, a malicious user may compromise some sensors and acquire their 

private information. Then, it can duplicate the sensors and deploy clones in a wireless sensor network (WSN) 

to launch a variety of attacks, which is referred to as the clone attack. As the duplicated sensors have the same 

information, e.g., code and cryptographic information, captured from legitimate sensors, they can easily 

participate in network operations and launch attacks. Due to the low cost for sensor duplication and 

deployment, existing clone detection protocols with random witness selection scheme, the required buffer 

storage of sensor is usually dependent on the node density, while in our proposed protocol, the required buffer 

storage of sensor is independent of n but a function of the hop length of the network radius. Extensive 

simulation demonstrates that our proposed protocol can achieve long network lifetime by effectively distributing 

the traffic load across the network. 

Keywords: wireless sensor networks, clone detection protocol, energy efficiency, network lifetime. 

 

I. Introduction 
Clone attacks have become one of the most critical security  issues   in  WSNs.   Thus,   it   is   

essential   to effectively detect clone attacks in order to ensure healthy operation of WSNs. To allow efficient 

clone detection, usually, a set of nodes are selected, which are called witnesses, to help certify the legitimacy 

of the nodes in the network. The private information of the source node, i.e., identity and the location 

information are shared with witnesses at the stage of witness selection. When any of the nodes in the network 

wants to transmit data, it first sends the request to the witnesses for legitimacy verification, and witnesses will 

report a detected attack if the node fails the certification. To achieve successful clone detection, witness 

selection and legitimacy verification should fulfill two requirements: 1) witnesses should be randomly selected; 

and 2) at least one of the witnesses can successfully receive all the verification message(s) for clone detection. 

The first requirement is to make it difficult for malicious users eavesdrop the communication between current 

source node and its witnesses, so that malicious users cannot generate duplicate verification messages. The 

second requirement is to make sure that at least one the witnesses can check the identity of the sensor nodes to 

determine whether there is a clone attack or not. To guarantee a high clone detection  probability,  i.e.,  the  

probability   that  clone attacks can be successfully detected, it is critical  and challenging to fulfill these 

requirements in clone detection protocol design. Different from wireless terminal devices, wireless sensors are 

usually of smaller size and lower price, and have limited battery and memory capacity. Therefore, the design 

criteria of clone detection protocols for sensor networks should not only guarantee the high performance of 

clone detection probability but also consider the energy and memory efficiency of sensors. In the literature, 

some distributed clone detection protocols have been proposed, such as Randomized Efficient and Distributed 

protocol (RED) and Line- Select Multicast protocol (LSM). However, most approaches mainly focus on 

improving clone detection probability without considering  efficiency  and  balance  of  energy consumption in 
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WSNs. With such kind of approaches, some sensors may use up their batteries due to the unbalanced energy 

consumption, and dead sensors may cause network partition, which may further affect the normal operation of 

WSNs. To prolong network lifetime, i.e., time duration from the start of network until the first occurrence  of  a 

sensor  that  runs  out  of  energy,  it  is critical to not only minimize the energy consumption of each node but 

also balance the energy consumption among sensors distributive located in different areas of WSNs. The limited 

memory or data buffer is another important feature of sensors which has significant impact on the design of 

clone detection protocols. Generally, to guarantee successful clone detection, witnesses need to record source 

nodes’ private information and certify the legitimacy of sensors based on the stored private information. 

In most existing clone detection protocols, the required  buffer  storage  size  depends  on  the  

network node density, i.e., sensors need a large buffer to record the exchanged information among sensors in a 

high- density WSN, and thus the required buffer size scales with the network node density. Such requirement 

makes the existing protocols not so suitable for densely- deployed WSNs. Most existing approaches can 

improve the successful clone detection at the expense of energy consumption  and  memory storage,  which 

may  not  be suitable for some sensor networks with limited energy resource and memory storage. In this paper, 

besides the clone detection probability, we also consider energy consumption and memory storage in the design 

of clone detection protocol, i.e., an energy- and memory-efficient distributed clone detection protocol with 

random witness selection scheme in WSNs. Our protocol is applicable to general densely deployed multi-hop 

WSNs, where adversaries may compromise and clone sensor nodes to launch attacks. A preliminary work is 

presented in [1]. In that work, we proposed an energy-efficient ring based clone detection (ERCD) protocol to 

achieve high clone detection probability with random witness selection, while ensuring normal network 

operations with satisfactory network lifetime of WSNs. The ERCD protocol can be divided into two stages: 

witness selection and legitimacy verification. In witness selection, the source node sends its private information 

to a set of witnesses, which are randomly selected by the mapping function. In the legitimacy verification, 

verification message along the private information of the source node is transmitted to its witnesses. If any of 

witnesses successfully receives the message,  it  will  forward  the  message  to  its  witness header for 

verification. Upon receive the messages; the witness header compares the aggregated verification messages with 

stored records. If multiple copies of verification messages are received, the clone attack is detected and a 

revocation procedure will be triggered. As such, to have a comprehensive study of the ERCD protocol, we 

extend the analytical model by evaluating the required data buffer of ERCD protocol and by including 

experimental results to support our theoretical analysis. First, we theoretically prove that our proposed clone 

detection protocol can achieve probability 1 based on trustful witnesses. Considering the scenario that witnesses 

can be compromised, our simulation results demonstrate that the clone detection probability can still approach 

98 percent in WSNs with 10 percent cloned nodes by using the ERCD protocol. Second, to evaluate the 

performance of network lifetime, we derive the expression of total energy consumption, and then compare our 

protocol with existing clone detection protocols. We find that the ERCD protocol can balance the energy 

consumption of sensors at different locations by distributing the witnesses all over WSNs except non- witness 

rings, i.e., the adjacent rings around the sink, which should not have witnesses. After that, we obtain the 

optimal number of non-witness rings based on the function of energy consumption. Finally, we derive the 

expression of the required data buffer by using ERCD protocol, and show that our proposed protocol is scalable 

because the required buffer storage is dependent on the ring size only. Extensive simulation results demonstrate 

that our proposed ERCD protocol can achieve superior performance in terms of the clone detection probability 

and   network   lifetime   with   reasonable   data   buffer capacity. 

 

II. Related Work 

As one of the utmost important security issues, clone attack has attracted people’s attention. There are 

many works that studies clone detection protocols in the literature, which can be classified into two different 

categories,   i.e.,  centralized   and   distributed   clone detection protocols. In centralized protocols, the sink or 

witnesses generally locate in the center of each region, and store the private information of sensors. When the 

sink or witnesses receive the private information of the source  node,  they  can  determine  whether  there  is  a 

clone attack by comparing the private information with its pre-stored records. Normally, centralized clone 

detection protocols have low overhead and running complexity. However, the security of sensors’ private 

information may not be guaranteed, because the malicious users can eaves drop the transmission between the 

sink node and sensors. Moreover, the network lifetime may be dramatically decreased since the sensor nodes 

close to the sink  will  deplete  their  energy  sooner  than  other nodes. Different from centralized protocols, in 

distributed clone detection protocols, a set of witnesses are selected to match with every sensor, which prevents 

the transmission between the sink and sensors from being eavesdropped by malicious users. There are three 

different   types   of   witness   selection   schemes   in distributed clone detection protocols: i) deterministic 

selection, ii) random selection, and iii) semi-random selection.  The  deterministic  witness  selection  based 
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clone detection protocols like RED choose the same set of witnesses for all sensor nodes. By using 

deterministic witness selection, a low communication overhead and a high clone detection probability can be 

achieved. In addition, the required buffer storage capacity of such protocols is very low, which is only related to 

the number of witnesses without considering network scale and node density. Nevertheless, due to the 

deterministic characteristic, the mapping function can be easily obtained and a variety of attacks may be 

launched by malicious users. To enhance the network security, the distributed clone detection protocols with 

random witness selection, like LSM are proposed, which are closely related to our work. In random witness 

selection, it is difficult for malicious users to acquire the information of witnesses since the witnesses of each 

sensor are randomly generated. However, the randomness of mapping function also increases the difficulty for 

the source node to reach its witnesses, which makes it challenging to achieve a high clone detection probability. 

To ensure the clone detection probability, LSM lets all the nodes in the route between source and witnesses 

store the private information of the source node, which leads to a high requirement of data buffer and energy 

consumption. 

Thus, it is essential to guarantee the clone detection probability with low energy consumption and 

required buffer storage in clone detection protocols with random witness selection approach. Other distributed 

clone detection protocols, such as Parallel Multiple Probabilistic Cells (P-MPC), proposed semi-random witness 

selection approach, trying to combine the advantages of both random and deterministic witness selection 

approaches. In this kind of witness selection scheme,  a  deterministic  region  is  generated  for  the source node 

according to the mapping function, and then witnesses of the source node will be randomly selected from the 

sensors in this region. However, the two phases witness selection and randomness of the witnesses for each 

sensor leads to a high overhead and time complexity. The energy consumption and the required buffer storage of 

such protocols are lower than the random witness selection approach but higher than the deterministic ones. 

Overall, most previous works aim at maximizing the clone detection probability without considering the impact 

of proposed clone detection protocol on the network lifetime and required data buffer storage. In this paper, we 

carefully design a distributed clone detection protocol with random witness selection by jointly considering 

the clone detection probability, network lifetime and data buffer capacity. 

 

III. ERCD protocol 
In this section, we  introduce  our  distributed clone detec-tion protocol, namely ERCD protocol, which 

can achieve a high clone detection probability with little negative impact on network lifetime and limited 

requirement of buffer stor-age capacity. The ERCD protocol consists of two stages: witness selection and 

legitimacy verification. In witness selection, a random mapping function is employed to help each source node 

randomly select its witnesses. In the legitimacy verification, a verification request is sent from the source node 

to its witnesses, which contains the private information of the source node. If witnesses receive the verification   

messages,   all   the   messages   will   be forwarded  to  the  witness  header  for  legitimacy verification,  where  

witness  headers  are  nodes responsible for determining whether the source node is legitimacy or not by 

comparing the messages collected from all witnesses. If the received messages are different from existing record 

or the messages are expired, the witness header will report a clone attack to the sink to trigger a revocation 

procedure. 

Initially, the network region is virtually divided into h adjacent rings, where each ring has a sufficiently 

large number of sensor nodes to forward along the ring and the width of each ring is r. To simplify the 

description we use hop length to represent the minimal number of hops in  the  paper.  Since  we  consider  a  

densely  deployed WSN, hop length of the network is the quotient of the distance from the sink to the sensor at 

the border of network region over the transmission range of each sensor, i.e., the distance of each hop refers to 

the transmission range of sensor nodes. The ERCD protocol starts  with a breadth-first  search by  the sink  

node  to initiate the ring index, and all neighboring sensors periodically exchange the relative location and ID 

information. After that, whenever a sensor node establishes a data transmission to others, it has to run the 

ERCD protocol, i.e., witness selection and legitimacy verification, to verify its legitimacy. In witness selection, 

a ring index is randomly selected by the mapping function as the witness ring of node a. To help relieve the 

traffic load in hot spot, the area around the sink cannot  be selected  by  the  mapping  function.  After  that,  

node  a sends  its  private  information  to  the  node  located  in witness ring, and then the node forwards the 

information along the witness ring to form a ring structure. In the legitimacy verification, a verification message 

of the source node is forwarded to its witnesses. The ring index of node a, denoted Oa, is compared with its 

witness ring index Oa
w to determine the next forwarding node. If Oa

w > Oa, the message will be forwarded to 

any node located in ring Oa + 1; otherwise, the message will be forwarded to any  node  in  ring  Oa   1.  This  

step  can  forward  the message toward the witness ring of node a. The ERCD protocol repeats above operations 

until a node, denoted b, located in the witness ring Oa
w  is reached. Node b stores the private information of 
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node a and forwards the message to any node located in ring Oa
w within its transmission range, denoted as c. 

Then, node c stores the information and forwards the message to the node d, where link (c; d) has longest 

projection on the extension line of the directional link from b to c. The procedure will be repeated until node b 

reappears in the transmission range. Therefore, the witnesses of node a have a ring structure, consisting of b; 

c;:::b as shown in Fig. 1. 

 

 
Fig 1 Ring Structure of witnesses 

 

In   the   legitimacy   verification,   node   a   sends   a clone attack or not, all the verification 

messages received by witnesses are forwarded to the witness header along the same route in witness selection. 

The sensor nodes in the transmission route but not located in the witness ring are called the transmitters. The 

witness header of the source node a, denoted by Sa, is a sensor located in witness ring Oa
w, meanwhile it is 

also in the communication range of the transmitter located in ring index  Oa
w   1  or  Oa

w   +  1.  The  witness  

header  Sa   is randomly selected by the transmitter in the neighboring witness ring, i.e., the ring of Oa
w  1 or 

Oa
w  + 1. If more than one copies or incorrect copies or expired copies are received by the witness header, the 

ERCD protocol will trigger  a revocation procedure;  if  no copy is  received from the source node due to 

packet loss or silent cloned node, transmissions from the source node will not be 0verification  message  

including  its  private  information following the same path towards the witness ring as in permitted. An 

example is shown in Fig. 2. Let a and a denote  the  source  node  and  one  cloned  node.   

 

 
Fig 2 Legitimacy Verification 

 

In Theorem 1, we prove that the three-ring broadcasts can ensure the network security, i.e., the clone 

detection probability   is   one,   under   the   assumption   that   all witnesses are trustful. To determine whether 

there exists ring Oa  a  a received by the witness header Sa, and a revocation procedure is triggered. We 
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describe the detail of the ERCD protocol in Algorithm 1. In addition to the normal operations, the recovery 

mechanism is very easy to be established based on ERCD protocol. For the case when the clone detection fails 

due to outage or clone attack, another clone detection cycle will be initiated and the source node will randomly 

choose a new route and forward the message en route to a new witness header. 

 

IV. Performance Analysis 
In this section, the performance of the ERCD protocol is evaluated in terms of clone detection 

probability,  power  consumption,  network  lifetime,  and data buffer  capacity.  At  first, we prove that  the 

clone detection probability of the ERCD protocol can almost surely achieve probability 1 under the scenario that 

witnesses are trustful in Section 5.1. After that, we derive the expression of energy consumption and network 

lifetime by using ERCD protocol, and obtain the ratio of network lifetime by using ERCD protocol over RED or 

LSM protocol in Section 5.2. Finally, the required data buffer of the ERCD protocol is derived in Section 5.3. 

Algorithm   -   Energy-efficient   Ring   based   Clone 

Detection Protocol 

Initialize the ring index of each sensor node; Exchange the relative information with neighbors; STAGE 

I: Witness selection 
Ka← Encrypt (IDa; la; ԏa); 

a←PseudoRandom(IDa; la;ԏa; ha);; i← Oa; While i≠Ow  do 

if i < Ow  then 

a’← randomly selected node on (i+1)-th ring; 

i←i +1; 

else 

a’← randomly selected node on (i-1)-th ring; 

i←i-1; 

end if 

a – 1)←(j=O a)←(j= O a+1) then 

Broadcast Ka; 

end if 

end while 
for all wi Є Wa do 

if wi hears Ka then Forward Ka to Sa {Sa is b} end if 

end for 
if (IDa; la) of Sa ≠(IDa; la) in Ka ← multiple copies ← 

time > ԏa; then 

Trigger the revocation procedure; 

end if 
 

Theorem 1: 
Any two neighboring witnesses should be within the transmission ranges of each other. Considering 

that the width of each ring is r, we only need to ensure that the coverage of verification message on the witness 

ring arc is longer than r. Therefore, we focus on the proof that least r of circular arc in ring Owa is covered by 

the three- ring broadcasts. We denote the broadcast nodes of the verification message in rings  Owa - 1, and  

Owa+ 1 by a1, a2 and a3,respectively. B1 and B2 are the borderlines between   Owa + 1, Owa and   Owa - 

1. Let   be the distance from the center point between B1 and B2 to node a2. We separate the proof into 

three cases, i) a2 locates at the center of ring Owa, i.e.,  0, ii) a2 locates at the lower part of the ring Owa 

and iii) a2 locates at the upper  part  of  the  ring  Owa.  For  the  first  case,  the coverage of witness ring arc is 

longer than √3r, which is larger than r. For the second case, if d approaches 0 as shown in Fig. 3c, the coverage 

of witness ring arc is √3r which is larger than r. For the second case, if d approaches  0  as  shown  in  Fig.  3c,  

the  coverage  of witness ring arc is √3r which is larger than r. Let Ca2 and Ca3 stand for the transmission 

ranges of node a2 and a3, respectively. b1, b2, b3 and b4 denote the intersections between B1, B2 and Ca2 , 

while b5 and b6 represent the intersections between Ca2 and Ca3 . It can be observed that the coverage of Owa 

by the node on the circular arc like a3” is smaller than that of the node inside Ca2. Thus, we consider the worst 

case, i.e., a3 is on the circular arc of Ca2, to ensure the success of clone detection.  To  help  proof  the  theorem,  

a  coordinate system with a2 as the original point is constructed, where x-axis   is   parallel   to   B1   and   B2,   
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and   y-axis   is perpendicular to B1 and B2. We use i.x and i.y to represent the coordinate of node i. To ensure 

that the coverage is larger than r of witness ring arc, following inequality should be hold 

 

Min   (b2.x,b4.x,b6.x)   -max(b1.x,b3.x,b5.x)   >   r; (3) 

 

Where b.y < r/2 and b6.y < r/2. Let β denote the angle 

between the line (a2, a3) and y-axis, then we can obtain 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Let θ denote the angle between the line (a2,b4)and y-axis 

and θ =arc cos ,β  (0, θ) We can get 

 

 
 

The coverage area is longer than r of witness ring arc. For the third case, it is obviously that the 

coverage area is longer than r of witness ring arc. Therefore ,at least one of the witnesses can successfully 

receive  the  verification  messages  from  node  a  and cloned nodes. At last, all the received messages will be 

forwarded to the witness header to determine whether the node is cloned or not. 

 

Energy Consumption and Network Lifetime 
In WSNs, since wireless sensor nodes are usually powered by batteries, it is critical to evaluate the 

energy consumption of sensor nodes and to ensure that normal network operations will not be broken down by 

node outage. Therefore, we define the network lifetime as the period from the start of network operation until 

any node outage occurs to evaluate the performance of the ERCD  protocol.  We  only  consider  the  

transmission power consumption, as the reception power consumption occupies  little percentage of  total  

power  consumption. Since witness sets in our ERCD protocol are generated based on ring structure, sensor 

nodes in the same ring have similar tasks. To simplify the analysis, we suppose that all sensor nodes in the same 

ring have same traffic load. Our analysis in this work is generic, which can be applied to various energy 

models. Let  and  denote the bit size of each collected data and the frequency of data collection, 

respectively .A node inside (outside) ring k refers to the node which locates in the ring with index smaller than 

(larger than) k. First, we analyze the traffic load of each sensor node, such that the energy consumption and 

network lifetime can be derived based on it. By using the ERCD protocol, traffic load of each sensor node 

consists of normal data collection, witness selection and legitimacy verification. We can derive the expression 

for the traffic load of normal data collection as follows. 

 

Theorem 2: 

Let Tj and Nk denote the summation traffic load of normal data collection for all the sensor nodes in 

ring j and the number  of  nodes  in ring k, respectively.  The traffic load for data collection of each sensor in 

ring k,k  

(1, h), can be  expressed as 
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Proof: 
In WSNs, the sink node aggregates the collected data of each sensor for analysis. Therefore, nodes 

in ring k should help to relay the traffic sent from nodes locate outside ring k. Let and sk  denote the density 

of nodes 
and the area of ring k, respectively. We can obtain the 

number of nodes, which do not locate inside ring k, as 

 

 

 
 

The total traffic load of data collection for nodes do not locate inside ring k is ,is 

 

 
 

Then, the traffic load for data collection of each sensor can be obtained as shown in Eq. (6). 

 

Second, we calculate the traffic load for legitimacy verification by using ERCD protocol.  2 and  2 

denote the bit size of each request message for verification and the frequency of legitimacy verification, 

respectively. In order to relieve the traffic burden in hot spot, the mapping function of ERCD protocol does not 

assign witnesses to the area around the BS. Let  denote the amount of non- witness rings around the BS,  i.e., 

there is no witness located inside the ring   . 

 

Theorem 3: 

The traffic load of each sensor node for legitimacy verification in ring k, denoted dv
k, is 

 

 
 

Proof: 
We calculate  the  traffic  load  for  legitimacy verification of each node according to the position of 

the node ,i.e., whether the node is located outside    or not. If the node does not locate outside ring    , the 

traffic for legitimacy verification is transmitted from nodes inside ring k to nodes outside ring k, which is 

kr)2 ρ . As 

the number of sensor nodes in ring k is Nk  =   (2k – 

1)r2ρ,the traffic  load for  legitimacy verification of  each node in ring k; k <   , can be expressed as 

 

 
 

If the node locates outside ring f, the verification traffic load is composed of the traffic transmitted to 

the witness ring  and  the  traffic  forwarded  to  the  witness header, The  traffic  transmitted  to  

the witness ring can be further divided into three different cases: 1) traffic sent from nodes inside ring k to 

nodes outside ring k,2) traffic sent by nodes in ring k, and 3) traffic sent from nodes outside ring k to nodes 

inside ring k. For the first case,(h-k)/(h- ) of the traffic is sent to the nodes outside of ring k, and the traffic 

sent by the nodes inside ring k is Therefore the traffic relayed   by   nodes   in   ring  k   for   

the   first   case  is For  the  second case,   the   traffic   sent   by   
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nodes    in    ring   k   is  For the third case,the traffic can be calculated by the similar 

method in the first case, which is Thus,    the    verification traffic load by each 

node in ring k >  to the witness ring can be expressed as 

 

 
 

After that, we try to obtain the traffic load for forwarding verification to the witness header in the witness ring. 

We first calculate the verification traffic load of witness ring k, which is    As   the   

verification   is   only forwarded along at most half of the circumference to reach the witness header, the hop 

length of the forwarding will not exceed  k. Based on the number of sensor nodes in ring k,  

the traffic load for forwarding  verification  to  the  witness  header  can  be expressed 

 
Overall,   the  traffic   load  of   each  sensor   node  for legitimacy  verification  can  be  expressed  in  Eq.  

(9). At last, we derive the expression of the traffic load for witness selection by using ERCD protocol. Let  

stand for the frequency of witness selection. 

 

Theorem 4: 
The traffic load for witness selection of each node in ring k, denoted by       , can be expressed as 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Proof: 
By using ERCD protocol, the traffic load of clone detection consists of witness selection and 

legitimacy verification. In witness selection, there are two steps: 1) the private information of the source node is 

sent to its witness ring; and 2) the private information is forwarded along the witness ring to construct a ring 

structure; in legitimacy verification, there are also two steps: 1) the verification message is first sent to the 

witness ring of the source node, and 2) the message is forwarded to the witness header. We can observe that, for 

each witness selection and legitimacy verification, the traffic load by each  sensor  of  first  step  is  the  same,  

i.e .   

 

When we know   and  , we can derive the  optimal   to maximize the network lifetime with 

. 

 

 

Fig 3 Traffic load distribution with various  
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As shown in Fig. 3,  has significant impact on the energy consumption of sensor nodes. When is 1; 

2 and  3,  sensor  nodes  with  ring  indices  2;  3,  and  5 consume the maximal energy throughout the WSN, 

respectively. Thus, the network  lifetime can be determined by different values of  , and it is critical to 

obtain the optimal   to maximize the network lifetime. Let g, p and  denote the number of witnesses 

selected by  each  neighbor,  the  probability  that  a  neighbor  will copy position information, and the average 

node degree in  the  network,  respectively.  To  evaluate  the performance, we compare the ERCD protocol with 

some existing protocols in terms of network lifetime. 

 

Theorem 5: 

If ε1= ε2   and  , the ratio of network lifetime  by  using  ERCD  protocol  over  RED  

or  LSM protocol is shown as following: 

where k >  

 

Proof: 
 

 

 

 

Since the network lifetime is ended by the first occurrence of node outage, it is inversely proportional 

to the  maximal  energy  consumption  of  sensor  nodes. Energy  consumption  of  the  RED  or  LSM   

protocol includes normal data transmission and legitimacy verification.  In  data  collection,  the  packet  number  

of nodes in ring k is . The traffic 

load  of  ring  1  has  the  maximal  energy  consumption, 
 

which is the bottleneck of network lifetime. In ring 1, the packet  number  for  data  transmission  is  h2,  and  

the packet    number    for    verification    is    gp .Since 

   and   n= ,   we   can   get   gp 

. Therefore, the expression of the number of transmitted packets through nodes in ring 1 by 

using RED or LSM protocol is . 

 

In ERCD protocol, suppose that nodes located in ring k have the maximal energy consumption. We 

consider two cases according to whether nodes with the maximal energy consumption locate in ring 1 or not, 

i.e., k . If 

k , the packet number for transmission by nodes in 

ring k is   , where  , 1 and    are the packet number for data collection, witness selection 

and legitimacy verification, respectively. For the case k >  , the   packet   number   for   data   collection,   

legitimacy verification     and     witness     selection     in     ring     k are ,                        

h and ,   respectively.   Therefore, we can obtain  the  packet number for 

transmission by nodes in ring k as 

 

 
 

Where k > , After that, the ratio of network lifetime by using ERCD protocol over RED or LSM protocol. 

After the analysis of network lifetime, we further analyze the total energy consumption to have a 

comprehensive  performance  evaluation  of  ERCD protocol. We derive the energy consumption of legitimacy 

verification   and   witness   selection,   which   can   be expressed in terms of average hop length, to calculate 

the total energy consumption by using ERCD protocol. Let   denote the average hop length of legitimacy 

verification for each sensor. The average hop length of legitimacy verification for each sensor can be 

expressed as follows. 
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Theorem 6: 
By using ERCD protocol, the average hop length of legitimacy verification for each sensor is 

 

 
 

Proof: 

For the case that k  , the average hop length of verification   traffic   sent   from   ring   k,   k    ,   is 

the     average    hop    length    of 

verification traffic sent from ring k can be expressed as 

 

 
 

Since there are total    sensors in the ring k and total number of sensor is  the 

average hop length from  each sensor node in the ring k to its 

witness ring should be 

 

 

As  sensor  nodes  that  locate  outside  ring   need to forward verification message to their witnesses 

heads, additional     should be included for  each  of  these  sensors.  Moreover,  one  more  

hop length for three ring broadcasts should be added to the calculation.  Overall,  we can express  the average  

hop length of legitimacy verification for each sensor as 

 

. 

After that, we calculate the energy consumption for witness selection so as  to obtain the total  

energy consumption. Let  denote the average hop length of 

witness selection for each sensor. 
 

Theorem 7: 
By using ERCD protocol, the average hop length of witness selection for each sensor  is 

 
 

Proof: 

From Theorem 6, we know that the average hop length for  each  sensor  to  achieve  its  witness  ring  is  .To 

construct a ring of witnesses for a source node in ring k, the required hop length is 2 k. As witnesses locate in h 

-    rings, the average hop length for each sensor to generate a ring of witnesses is 

.   Thus,   the average hop length of witness selection for each sensor 

can be expressed as 

 

 
 

Let e denote the energy consumption for transmitting and receiving a bit. From Theorems 6 and 7, we can obtain 

the total energy consumption of WSNs for clone detection by using ERCD protocol in a data collection                           

cycle,                           denoted where n is the total number of nodes. The 

network lifetime performance of  ERCD protocol is compared with that of other protocols including LSM, 

RED and P-MPC under various parameters. 

It is found that the network lifetime of ERCD protocol outperforms that of other protocols, which is 

caused by successfully distributing packets all over the network except the non-witness region to release the 
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traffic bottleneck around the sink. We also observe that the network lifetime by using ERCD protocol in a 

network with dense deployment is independent of the average node degree, which means that the network 

lifetime will not be impacted with the increase of node density. This is because the maximal energy 

consumption does not depend on the average node degree a as shown in Eq. (14),  which  leads  to  the  

summary  that  the  network lifetime is not related to average node degree. Overall, we find that the ERCD 

protocol is a scalable clone detection protocol, which can significantly outperform LSM, RED and P-MPC 

under various network scenarios. 

 

V. Experiment Result 
To evaluate the performance of ERCD protocol, the NS2, a well-known open source modular 

simulation platform for large network, is used in our simulations. As the NS2 is  a discrete event-driven 

system,  the future event  set  is  stored  in  the  system,  and  events  are released one by one to evaluate our 

ERCD protocol in the simulation. We set up a circular shaped wireless sensor network, which consists of 2; 000 

sensor nodes with a radius 600 m. The transmission range of each sensor node is r ¼ 40 m. In the simulation, 

data and verification request messages are of the same size for simplicity,  i.e.,  "1  ¼  "2  ¼  100  bytes.  Each  

cycle  of witness selection is followed by a data collection cycle, _1 ¼ _3 ¼ 1, and the frequency of 

legitimacy verification is set as _2 ¼ 10. We set the amount of non-witness rings f as 1. The frequency of 

clone detection can be determined according to the practical requirement, e.g., once a day for temperature 

measurement in forest or once an hour for bank monitor. and thus clone detection may fail due to modification 

of verification messages by compromised witnesses. For untrustful witnesses, since any witness has permission 

to read the information of verification  messages  from  the  source  node, compromised witnesses can read the 

verification message, and modify (regenerate another modified copy of the verification message before 

forwarding it to other witnesses. It is hard to determine whether the message sent from a compromised witness 

is original or modified. In other words, witness nodes may be compromised but it is hard to detect it. Since BSs 

cannot figure out whether the received verification message is the original copy or not, it may be difficult to 

effectively find out which witness is compromised. Thus, to our best knowledge, there is no efficient method to 

solve the failure due to untrustful witnesses until now. Most previous works assume that all selected witnesses  

are trustful.  In our  work,  we  have relaxed the assumption of trustful witness node, and investigated the case 

that some selected witnesses have been compromised. In ERCD protocol, since we have a set of witnesses for 

each sensor, the probability that a compromised witness receives the request message is very low. The 

experiment results demonstrate that the clone detection probability can closely approach 100 percent with 

untrustful witnesses. Then, the clone detection   probability   of   ERCD   and   some   existing protocols under 

different node density and network scale are compared in Fig 4 . 

 

 
(a) Network lifetime achieves the best network lifetime among the listed protocols, and it does not significantly 

decrease with the increase of node number as shown in ERCD or some existing protocols. 

Fig 4 Performance comparison of existing protocols under different 2 (g = 1; p = 0; = 10). 

 

We have two observations: 1) ERCD protocol has  better  performance  in  clone  detection  probability 

than other protocols, which can successfully detect the clone attacks with 87%_100%; and 2) the clone detection 

probability of ERCD protocol increases with growth of average node degree, since it has higher probability to 

successfully conduct witness selection. We compare the network lifetime with different numbers of sensor 

nodes in Fig.5. 
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Fig 5 Network lifetime with different node numbers 

 

Generally, sensor nodes closer to the sink node have relatively heavier traffic load than those far away 

nodes, and will deplete their energy faster. With the growth of the node number, the traffic load of those sensors 

increases dramatically, which leads to a much shorter   lifetime   of   those   nodes.   ERCD   protocol distributes 

the traffic load across the network, which balances the energy consumption of sensors at different locations.    

We energy consumption of ERCD protocol in data collection, witness selection and legitimacy 

verification, and that of LSM, RED and P-MPC in data collection and clone detection. The energy 

consumption of data collection for all protocols is the same. In LSM, RED and P-MPC protocols, sensors 

close to the sink need to relay more traffic  of both data collection and clone detection, thus have higher 

energy consumption and may have higher outage probability around the sink. By using ERCD protocol, energy 

consumption of sensors close to the sink has lower traffic of witness selection and legitimacy verification, which 

helps to balance the uneven energy consumption of data collection. Since network lifetime is closely related to 

the sensor with the maximal energy consumption, we compare sensor nodes with top 1 percent energy 

consumption, i.e., 1 percent sensor nodes with maximal energy consumption, under various parameters by using 

ERCD or some existing protocols. Top 1 percent energy consumption of ERCD protocol is higher than other 

protocols. This is because ERCD protocol has higher energy consumption. 

 

VI. Conclusion 
In this paper, we have proposed distributed energy-efficient clone detection protocol with random 

witness selection. Specifically, we have proposed ERCD protocol, which includes the witness selection and 

legitimacy verification stages. Both of our theoretical analysis and simulation results have demonstrated that our 

protocol can detect the clone attack with almost probability 1, since the witnesses of each sensor node is 

distributed in a ring structure which makes it easy be achieved  by verification message.  In addition,   our 

protocol can achieve better network lifetime and total energy consumption with reasonable storage capacity of 

data buffer. This is because we take advantage of the location by distributing the traffic load all over WSNs, 

such that the energy consumption and memory storage of  the  sensor  nodes  around  the  sink  node  can  

be relieved and the network lifetime can be extended. In our future work, we will consider different mobility 

patterns under various network scenarios. 
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